July 11, 2012
VIA ELECTRONIC DELIVERY
Mr. Donald S. Clark
Office of the Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
Room H-113 (Annex Y)
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20580
RE:

In Short Workshop; FTC Project No. P114506

Dear Secretary Clark:
Facebook appreciates the opportunity to participate in, and comment on, the Federal Trade
Commission’s workshop, In Short: Advertising & Privacy Disclosures in a Digital World, which
thoughtfully tackled issues surrounding disclosures in today’s online environments.
Facebook agrees with the Commission that the online environment has changed drastically since
the Commission issued its guidance in 2000. Perhaps because mobile broadband was still nascent, the
U.S. government did not even track its usage at that time. But more recent census data show a steep
incline in its adoption, with mobile broadband users increasing to 80 million in 2009 from 25 million the
previous year.1 Similarly, while social networking had not yet emerged in 2000, nearly a decade later
two-thirds of online adults in the U.S. (or half of all U.S. adults) reported having used social networking
sites.2
These social networking platforms are used for a wide variety of purposes. Some use social
networking to stay in touch with friends and family, or reconnect with old acquaintances; some look for
employment or crowd-fund business ventures; some create connections with or otherwise tell their
friends about their favorite places, products, or services; and some organize and fight for political or
social causes.
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Given these divergent motivations and different functionalities among the various
communications platforms, the panelists at the In Short workshop were right to recognize the
importance of flexible, technology-neutral guidance that takes due account of the rapid pace of, and the
value created by, technological change. Building on this discussion, Facebook encourages the
Commission to follow three principles that we believe will help consumers better understand advertising
disclosures, regardless of the medium, while preserving the flexibility necessary to encourage and
accommodate innovation and free speech:
•

First, to provide clear guidance to industry about when notice is needed, the Commission’s
standard for determining whether a disclosure is “material” should depend on the likelihood
of deception or harm to the consumer.

•

Second, the Commission’s guidance should recognize that there are many ways in which
disclosures may be communicated and support industry’s efforts to develop abbreviated
disclosures or icons — which can serve as practical, simple, and effective means for
conveying information to consumers.

•

Third, advertisers should remain responsible for making disclosures to consumers because
advertisers have control over the nature of their activities and the details needed to make
consumers aware of material information.

These three principles, which are discussed in more detail below, will help ensure that
consumers receive disclosures that are meaningful and readily understandable, while helping to
maintain an environment conducive to technological innovation.
I.

The Commission’s Materiality Standard Should Take into Account Whether a Consumer Is
Likely to Be Deceived or Harmed.

The Commission has long held that not all promotional content requires a disclosure. It has
instead required notice only where the additional information is “material.”3 Today, social media
platforms, such as LinkedIn, foursquare, Pinterest, Twitter, and Facebook, are developing at a rapid pace
and are creating new opportunities for everyone, from the largest global brands to the smallest local
startups, to engage with users about their products and services in exciting, innovative ways.
One of the ways in which advertisers are using these social media platforms is to encourage
their customers to get the word out more broadly. As consumers increasingly engage with brands
online, it has become even more important that the Commission’s threshold for determining when
disclosure is required focuses on those scenarios where a consumer is likely to be deceived or is at risk
of actual harm.
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In addition, as long as a reasonable consumer using these social media tools understands how
they work, and therefore appreciates how much weight to give a particular message, consumers are
unlikely to be deceived or harmed and the need for disclosure diminishes. In this respect, platform
providers might choose to educate consumers on how certain features of the platform function. For
example, Facebook’s Help Center provides consumers information about various Facebook features,
including the “Like” button, News Feed, and our advertising and business solutions.4 As consumers
develop an understanding of the platform and its functionalities and expect that the platform may be
used by advertisers and consumers to provide content related to brands, further disclosures about such
practices become less useful.
Specifically, the Commission should consider applying a context-dependent approach to
determining whether, and how, advertising disclosures should be made. The Commission has long
considered the totality of the circumstances to determine whether a practice is unfair or deceptive, and
this approach is especially appropriate as practices become less standardized and consumers
increasingly incorporate brand messages into their conversations. Advertisers engage with consumers
in a wide variety of ways. For example, a brand might offer consumers coupons, free products, exclusive
web content, early access to a new collection, or virtual “badges” for engaging with the brand online. A
rigid, one-size-fits-all approach might not be able to accommodate all of the different facts and
circumstances. In contrast, a context-dependent standard that requires advertising disclosures only
when consumers are likely to be deceived or misled will help provide flexibility while also ensuring that
consumers are protected.
II.

Icons and Abbreviations Offer Practical Solutions for Clear and Effective Advertising
Disclosures.

Advertising disclosures on communications platforms with screen, character, or other functional
limitations entail unique challenges, and regardless of the platform, consumers want — and expect —
disclosures to be short and to the point. Icons and abbreviations offer practical solutions for achieving
simplicity and brevity while also putting consumers on notice of material information.
Icons are regularly used by government, businesses, and social movements to express a
message because visual cues can be especially effective at catching consumers’ attention. For example,
the Food and Drug Administration recently expressed support for an industry group’s self-regulatory
front-of-package nutrition labeling, which uses icons to quickly notify consumers about the calories,
saturated fat, sodium, and sugar in each serving.5 Transportation systems around the world depend
heavily on the use of icons — such as traffic signals and crosswalk markings — to ensure travelers’
safety. Over time, the three arrows symbol and pink ribbons have become synonymous with recycling
and breast cancer awareness, respectively. And remote controls and consumer devices often use
standard icons to symbolize power, play, record, and stop commands.
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While many of these icons now seem intuitive, there is always a period of time when consumers
must learn to associate the icon with a particular message. For example, the “||” icon does not
inherently convey “pause,” but this message is now universally understood. The need for a learning
curve does not mean the use of icons should be rejected; rather, it means efforts should be made to
educate the public on their intended meaning. When Twitter began supporting the use of hashtags to
represent a discussion topic, for instance, the hashtag was known only to users of early Internet chat
services. But by educating its users on the hashtag’s meaning,6 Twitter was able to make the hashtag a
widely understood symbol. Indeed, the Commission even promoted its use of the hashtag #FTCdisclose
to live-blog the In Short workshop to the public.
Icon-based solutions offer a practical, understandable alternative to dense notices. Given that
industry groups and governments alike have supported the use of icons to make disclosures in other
contexts, including to identify specific advertising practices,7 Facebook encourages the Commission to
promote the use of icon-based disclosures regardless of the format or medium.
III.

Advertisers Should Remain Responsible for Disclosures in Advertising.

Facebook, like many other social media platforms, is committed to helping ensure that users
understand how Facebook works, including how we deliver ads and how users can connect with each
other through the platform. For example, our users can click through to our “About Facebook
Advertising” page directly from an ad, which explains in easy-to-understand terms why ads exist, how
ads are created, and how users can impact the ads they see.8 And, as noted above, our Help Center
provides consumers information about various Facebook features, including the “Like” button, Pages,
and News Feed.
There was agreement among the panelists participating in the workshop that platforms should
not be held responsible for ensuring that all the communications occurring on the platforms contain
appropriate disclosures.9 It is well-settled that the primary responsibility for avoiding unfair and
deceptive claims rests with the advertiser (or its agents), and not the communications platform or
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medium.10 This commonsense approach is appropriate because the parties actually making the claims,
whether advertisers or consumers acting on their behalf, control the creation of the content and often
are the only entities with full knowledge of the ad’s purpose, claims, and substantiation.
For example, where an advertiser launches an affiliate marketing program with a social media
component, the advertiser knows the identity of the affiliates, the affiliates’ motivations for endorsing
the advertiser’s products or services, and the consideration provided in exchange for the promotion.
The advertiser also is the only entity in a position to contractually restrict how the person communicates
the message. Similarly, where a consumer is incentivized to market to other consumers on behalf of an
advertiser, the consumer is the party with the most information and control. To be clear, as explained
above, not all relationships will be material and need to be disclosed, but for those circumstances where
disclosure is required, the entity making the claim should remain responsible for ensuring that an
adequate disclosure is provided.
Providers of communications platforms such as television and radio channels, billboards,
newspapers, magazines, and social media tools, in contrast, do not control the content and are not privy
to the relationship between the advertiser and the endorser — except in rare circumstances where the
communications platform, in addition to serving as the distribution platform for the advertising
message, is also the content creator.11 Because platform providers typically have little to no insight into
the motivations underlying a user’s communication, it would be incredibly difficult, and overly
burdensome, for the platforms to try to regulate or enforce a user’s advertising disclosures.
Placing responsibility on social media platforms for providing advertising disclosures also would
be fundamentally at odds with the predominantly content-agnostic manner in which they operate.
Facebook and similar social media platforms provide an open forum through which users can connect,
communicate, and freely express themselves on issues of their own choosing. This approach fosters a
number of beneficial, unanticipated uses. For example, social media platforms enabled the citizens of
Egypt and Tunisia to organize grassroots efforts in 2011 to displace their political regimes.12 And social
media platforms have lowered the barrier to entry for fledgling companies with great ideas because
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small businesses can creatively harness the power of social media to introduce their products and
services in otherwise untapped markets.13 Imposing obligations on social media platform providers to
prescribe the permitted format and content of advertising disclosures could unintentionally chill users’
speech and stifle creativity and innovation.
*

*

*

By embracing these three principles as it revisits its 2000 Dot Com Disclosures guidance, the
Commission can ensure that advertisers have flexible, practical solutions that both protect consumers
and facilitate business innovation in the decade to come.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/
Susan Cooper
Lead Advertising and Product Counsel
Facebook
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